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HEAR ME!

SHALL EARN THE RIGHT TO BANG THE WOMAN THEY LIKE!

ANY WHO FIGHTS BRAVELY IN THIS BATTLE BY THE POWER VESTED IN ME AS YOUR KING

SHOULD WE Emerge VICTORIOUS FROM THIS BATTLE YOU WILL BE EXEMPT FROM FURTHER MILITARY SERVICE AND ALL TAXATION FOR THE REST OF YOUR LIFE!

NOW!

ALL YOU WARRIORS WHO BRAVE THE FRONT-LINES!

YOU WILL ALSO RECEIVE A HEFTY SUM FROM THE KINGDOM AS A REWARD FOR YOUR SERVICE!

SO HEAR ME!
MY VIRGIN MEN,
DO NOT DIE!

IT WAS MOST LIKELY JUST MY IMAGINATION, BUT I THOUGHT I HEARD THE A ROAR EXCEPT FROM THE CHESS BOARD.

HONESTLY, HAVE NO IDEA WHAT IS HAPPENING.
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YES, SIR!!

MAKE THE FIRST MOVE!

ATTENTION PAWN BATTALION 6!

THE ENEMY IS COMING FROM THE FRONT-LINES! QUICKLY INTERCEPT THEM AND CUT THEM OFF!

WHAT?

!? "I'M JUST DOING THE SAME AS YOU"

IMPOSSIBLE?

IMPOSSIBLE!!?

...SO WHAT'S SO IMPOSSIBLE ABOUT IT?
That means they won't be able to move for a bit...

But this is a 'real war' so they'll obviously take...

Ju-just a moment, don't forget that it's my turn now!

Huh?

Are you stupid? In a 'real war'...

What opponent would wait for their enemy's turn?

Knight Battalion 2! Protect the brave heroes who so valiantly opened up a path for us!

Now then, King, Queen! Get your asses moving to the frontline!

Which is technically us...

The pieces are moving!
PAWN BATTALION, ADVANCE! FORM A BLOCKADE!!

KIH

RIGHT?

THOSE RULES DECIDED THAT YOU DECIDED

THEN YOU MUST NEED TO ISSUE COMMANDS FASTER THAN ME.

IF YOU'RE SO WORRIED ABOUT YOUR TURN, WHY DON'T YOU JUST ACCEPT THE COMMANDS IT'S FINE.
This is the true form of one no more than a coward!

They hide behind a wall of their own soldiers.

Behold!

What type of ruler is this?

What type of queen is this?!

They make their soldiers fight on the frontlines while they kick back and relax in safety.

...my people.

Heed my words.
OF ELKIA!
OF ALL OF HUMANITY!!
THIS BATTLE

WILL DETERMINE
WHO WILL BE
ENTRUSTED!

TO STAND
AS THE LAST
BASTION OF
THIS CITY!

THAT SHALL
HOLD THE FATE
OF ALL HUMANITY IN THEIR HANDS!!

WILL DECIDE
WHO IS TO
BECOME THE RULER.
WILL THERE BE A DIFFERENCE IN THE FUTURE EITHER OF THEM WILL SHOW!?
NON-EXISTENT?

MAPS A FATAL MISTAKE: IT IS WITHOUT "CHEATING" IT WILL BE HARD TO PROVE AND WOULD CONFUSE EVEN A CHESS MASTER...

THAT'S THE ONLY WAY THE PIECES WOULD OBEY SOMEONE WHO CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT BEING SAVED BY AN ELF.

BRAIN-WASHING?

WOULDN'T YOU CALL THAT IF THIS WERE A "REAL WAR" THEN

WERE YOU ONLY BOASTING ABOUT YOUR ELVEN FRIEND JUST TO INCREASE THE MORALE OF YOUR TROOPS?

KUH

BUT YOU MADE A FATAL MISTAKE.

IT IS WITHOUT A DOUBT "CHEATING"
AND THERE IS ONLY ONE THING THAT IS TRULY RIGHT AND JUST EVEN IN THIS WORLD!

NO WISE KING HAS EVER FORCED HIS ARMY TO OBEY HIS WILL THROUGH THE POWER OF OPPRESSION!

MORE THAN ANYTHING ELSE, PEOPLE CAN ONLY EVER FIGHT FOR THE SAKE WHAT IS RIGHT!

ONE THING THAT IS TRULY RIGHT?!?
"CUTENESS"
Huh?

This is the visage of a queen who will rule you all!

Don't let these eyes show tears again!

Fawn Squad 8!

Smash the enemy's knight to bits!

Chiammy's counter-attack!!
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